
1.8mm

0.95mm

Super-Ultra Small
Industrial Video Borescope

No need to
disassemble, 
damage or cut.

Any scratches, spots of dirt
and small holes
can’t escape from this.

Diameter      0.95mm  &     1.8mmφ φ

The products with CE declaration are as follows.
HNL-0.95CAM120,　HKT-USB type1H α,　HNL-1.8CAM120,　HKT-USB type1H



You can use the world tiniest video borescope and see more details than ever before.

PC

Camera Model Number ： HNL-0.95CAM120

Interface model number ： HKT-USB type 1H α

Easy to use on your own PC

0.95mmDiameter

This product is industrial borescope having an outer diameter of 
0.95mm. In both products, the tip φ0.95mm can be extended from 
45 to 200. Inspection is possible even in small holes that could not 
be inserted with conventional products.

LED mounted (with light control function)

Easy to connect

Built-in camera and the LED at the tip
While the tip diameter is only 0.95 mm, The tip of this product is equipped 
with an LED to illuminate the inside of the work.The light control function of 
the LED allows you to change the appearance according to the material of the 
work and the reflection brightness.

Easy to use via USB connection to your PC. Both Borescope and Interface are very small and 
easy to carry. The power required for the Borescope is supplied using USB bus power. You do 
not have to prepare power for the Borescope.
You can save images and videos using Viewer software(AMCap). There images or videos are 
saved directly on the PC, making it easy to create document and attach them to e-mails.

Super-Ultra Small
Industrial Video Borescope

0.95mmφ

Diameter

Pen type Flexible type

（length：１ｍ）

Model number ： HNL-0.95CAM120 Model number ： HNL-0.95CAM120S

Camera Model number ： HNL-0.95CAM120S



This is a USB interface that displays an image on a windows PC 
without using the dedicated monitor. General image processing 
software(AMCap) can be used to save still images and video. The 
borescope draws power from the USB connection, so without 
external power.

You can use the world tiniest video borescope and see more details than ever before.

Camera model number ： HNL-1.8CAM120

Monitor model number ： HNL-1.8JH
+

Camera model number ： HNL-1.8CAM120

Interface model number ： HKT-USB type 1H
+

Model number ： HNL-1.8CAM120

1.8mmDiameter
This is a high-resolution imaging sensor type industrial 
borescope that does not use fibers. Simple functions mean 
it can be used easily in any situation.

There are two ways to use it
Dedicated Monitor Your PC

A dedicated pocket size 3.5 inch LCD monitor with a high visibility allows high 
clarity viewing even from an angle. It can capture still images and store them in 
JPEG format on an SD card. Display on  a TV monitor is also possible thanks to an 
NTSC Video output terminal.

Super-Ultra Small
Industrial Video Borescope

1.8mmφ

Diameter

Image comparison

400×400 Pixel model or 800×800 Pixels equivalent model

You can choose from two models！
400×400 800×800 with super-resolution technologywith super-resolution technology

（Two photos taken under exactly the same conditions.）

（The images are partially enlarged photograph.）



Authorized Dealer
Manufactured and Distributed by

SPI Engineering Co., Ltd.

Specification may be modified due to future improvements without notifications.　　　Caution Products must not be used for medical purpose.

There are pixel defects in the CMOS Imaging Sensor.
Standards of this product conform to our internal standards. For details, please contact below.

※1

※2 There is no dedicated monitor for HNL-0.95CAM120.　Please note in advance.

The length can be changed.(Expandable up to 300mm)※3

HNL-0.95CAM120S cable length is 1m including the hard end.※4

comes with a set of cameras and monitors※5

This product may tilt the camera module during the manufacturing process.
There is a possibility of deviation by up to 5 °
(It may be 30mm away from the camera tip and 2.6mm off the center.)

※6

The products with CE declaration are as follows.
HNL-0.95CAM120,　HKT-USB type1H α,　HNL-1.8CAM120,　HKT-USB type1H

2019.12

Camera specifications
Model No.
Diameter
Depth of field
Angle of view
Light source

Waterproof propety
Temperature resistance

Sensor
Effective pixels

Effective insertion length

φ0.95 Industrial Video borescope

0.95㎜ (±0.01)
3～30㎜
120°
LED

Drip proof
0～50℃

CMOS image sensor  (※1)
200×200

φ1.8 Industrial Video borescope
HNL-1.8CAM120
1.8㎜ (±0.05)
3～50㎜
120°
LED

Drip proof
0～50℃

CMOS image sensor  (※1)
400ｘ400

1ｍ(Cable diameter 1.2mm)

Accessories

HNL-0.95CAM120SHNL-0.95CAM120

※４

types
Extension cable（50cm）

Pen type Flexible type
(The tip φ0.95mm hard part cannot be bend)

Flexible type
(The hard part 20mm from the tip cannot be bent)

(※6)

standard：45mm　max：200mm   (Tip φ 0.95 mm hard part)

USB Interface specifications

Windows 7 or later (Windows 10 recommended)

USB　2.0

USB bus power

122ｘ45ｘ23㎜

100g

USB cable (1.5m) ・ Plastic storage case

AMCap

Model No.
Supported OS
Input

Effective pixels
Output interface
Power Unit
Unit dimension
Weight
Accesories

Option (Sold separately)

HKT-USB type1H α HKT-USB type1H α Ⅱ HKT-USB type1H HKT-USB type1W

HNL-1.8CAM120HNL-0.95CAM120

400×400 equivalent 400×400 800×800 equivalent
HNL-0.95CAM120S

1.8CAM dedicated interface0.95CAM dedicated interface

Monitor specifications HNL-1.8CAM dedicated monitor

HNL-1.8JH

3.5 inchi color TFT monitor

72x54mm

320ｘ240ｘ3（RGB)

HNL-1.8CAM120

SD card output / NTSC video output

JPEG

AC adapter（6V,1.8A)

4 size AA batteries（2hour in continued use）

130ｘ83ｘ45ｍｍ

300g

AC adapter (6V,1.8A) ・ SD card 

 Video cable ・ Aluminum hard case

Model No.
Screen
Screen size

Effective resolution
Input
Output

Storage format
Power

Unite dimension
Weight
Accessories

※5

Option
（Sold separately） HNL-1.8CAM dedicated option

90°Side-view mirror tip attachment

（Model No. HNL-1.8SDV）：Outer diameter φ2.2、L=100　※3

Straight-view rigid tip attachment

（Model No. HNL-1.8STV）：Outer diameter φ2.2、L=100　※3

Side view mirror

Straight-view
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